**Choose Your Math Path**

*Weber State University*

*This document is a brief summary. Consult with an advisor for detailed information.*

### R.E.A.L Path

**Real-world Explorations. Active Learning**

Ideal for students who want to know the practical value of math and the “why” behind the steps of doing math.

- **R.E.A.L Pre-Algebra**
  - Math 0950

  **Pathway to Contemporary Math**
  - Math 0970*

  **Math 1030**
  - Contemporary Mathematics
  - OR
  - Math 1040* Intro to Statistics
  - OR
  - Math 2010
  - Arithmetic for Teachers

### Tech Path

**Computer-based Instruction**

Ideal for students who are comfortable learning math procedures on a computer with a teacher as a guide.

- **Flipped or Online Pre-Algebra**
  - Math 0950

  **Flipped or Online First Course in Algebra**
  - Math 0990

  **R.E.A.L. Intermediate Algebra**
  - Math 1010*

  **Flipped or Online Intermediate Algebra**
  - Math 1010

  **Any Quantitative Literacy Course**

---

Consult the WSU Assessment and Placement Standards Rubric to determine in which course to begin.

*An override is currently required to go from Math 970 to R.E.A.L. Math 1010 or to Math 1040. Email devmath@weber.edu for assistance. See www.weber.edu/mathoptions for more info.*